THE AGE OF WONDER

TEDxPerth acknowledges the
Wadjuk people of the Noongar
Nation, the traditional custodians
of the land on which the city of
Perth and metropolitan region
is located. We recognise their
continuing connection to the
land, waters and community of
this area and pay our respects
to their elders past, present and
emerging. It is an honour for us
to be meeting here today.
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WONDER
noun
1. a feeling of amazement and
		 admiration, caused by something 		
		 beautiful, remarkable, or unfamiliar.
2. a person or thing regarded as very
		 good, remarkable, or effective.
3. a surprising event or situation.
verb
1. desire to know something; feel curious.
2. feel doubt.

Program
First Session 9.30am
Ben McAllister
Drisana Levitzke-Gray
Kai Lovel
Hannah Moore
Morning Break 45 minutes
Second Session 11.40am
Elise Reitz & Rosie Taylor
Joshua Portlock
Zena Ibrahim
Amanda Lambros
Lunch Break 1 hour
Third Session 2pm
Damien Norris
Helen Street
Pete Byfield
Glenn Murray
Afternoon Break 45 minutes
Fourth Session 4pm
Simone Vitali
Simone Pettigrew
Charlie Mgee
Kate McIvor
After Party 5pm
Tickets are available on the door
Please note that start times may change

Foyer Stages
Has a speaker motivated you to find out more?
Here’s your opportunity to dig deeper with ten of
our speakers. Come to a Q&A in the break and
get conversational!
TEDxPerth wants everyone to spread good ideas.
So our coaches and curators are lifting the lid on
what they do:
Morning break, Terrace Stage:
How to give a great TED talk
What skills do you need to communicate your idea?
Three of our speaker coaches share their experience
and give you an insight into how it’s not only what
you say, but how you say it.
Lunch break, Terrace Stage:
What makes an idea worth spreading?
Do you want to speak at TEDxPerth? Wondered
why some ideas are selected and others aren’t?
Our Curators explore what makes a great idea
worth spreading. If you’re thinking of applying
to speak, go to this session.

Morning break
Start Time

River Stage

Terrace Stage

11am

Ben McAllister

Hannah Moore

11.20am

Drisana Levitzke-Gray

How to give a great TED talk
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Terrace Stage
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Joshua Portlock

Zena Ibrahim
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Amanda Lambros

What makes an idea worth spreading?
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TEDxPerth
Our event is called TEDxPerth, where
x = independently organised TED event.
We seek to spread the best ideas in our
community to the widest possible audience.
We are nonprofit and driven by a team
of professionals, all volunteers, deeply
committed to ensuring that our city and
State may participate in and benefit from
the internationally-acclaimed ideas-platform
created by TED.
TEDxPerth talks are professionally filmed
and presented online, for free. Our talks
have been viewed over 7,000,000 times.

TEDxPerth 2018
We live in an age of wonder. An age of
remarkable opportunity, difficult choices
and extraordinary technological brilliance.
And despite all the distractions of daily
life it’s essential we remember the
big picture.
Every speaker you hear today has been
selected because they have thought deeply,
inventively and rigorously about their idea,
which they’ve chosen to share freely. We
thank them for their generosity. We’ve
challenged and supported them to find
original and powerful ways to spread
their idea.

TEDxPerth is about great ideas, constructive
debate and putting the best heads together.
By participating in TEDxPerth you are part of
the conversation. We hope you’re motivated
by our speakers, and by all the people you
meet here, to make positive change in your
own life and in your community.
So today let us look to the horizon, make
time to think about where we’re going, and
how we want to get there – with no-one
left behind.
Carmen, Emma, Joel, Kabir,
Peter, Rob, Suzanne
The Curation Team

Welcome
Our curators have assembled an exceptional
group of speakers, filmmakers and performers
for TEDxPerth, The Age of Wonder.
TEDxPerth is an act of generosity.
Speakers are giving their time, sharing
their ideas, insights and stories freely and
openly. We have a talented team of volunteers,
committed partners and expert contractors,
all focused on making TEDxPerth the premier
platform for sharing the best of Perth and
Western Australia.
For the first time, TEDxPerth is being
presented with Auslan translation. I am
immensely grateful to Drisana Levitzke-Gray

for her expert guidance and to Cara Smith and
Christy Filipich, our onstage Auslan interpreters.
As always, today’s talks are being filmed for
free online publication. Adding to the extensive
library of TED and TEDx talks, today’s speakers
will again show the extraordinary contribution
that Perth and its people are making.
Whilst there is no substitute for being here in
person, I also welcome those joining us via the
livestream. Thank you all for being part of the
conversation. We have a wonderful day ahead.
Gavin Buckley
Chief Executive

Your Hosts
Stage Hosts

Gavin Buckley
Main Stage

Anthony Hasluck
River Stage

Andy Farrant
Terrace Stage

Sarah Herbert
Livestream Host

Tom Marlow
Livestream Host

Livestream Hosts

Kellee Aberg
Livestream Host

Make the Most
of Your Day

Talk to someone new.
The TEDxPerth audience is
every bit as extraordinary as
ourw speakers. Serendipitous
encounters here can lead to
new perspectives, friendships
and collaborations. You never
know what a new connection
might lead to!

Put your screens away.
We love our technology, but
the TEDxPerth speakers are
worth your attention. Screens
are distractions for you and
those around you. To preserve
an immersive experience, we
ask you to silence your mobile
phones when in the hall and
leave devices in your bag.
If you wish to tweet or blog
during the event, please sit
in the back rows of the hall.

Ask for help if you need it.
If you have any questions or
problems, visit the registration
desk or ask anyone wearing
a TEDxPerth shirt.

Share your experience
with others. If you blog,
take photos or tweet, help us
spread the word by using the
#TEDxPerth hashtag. Take
photos (please, no flash inside)
and share your experiences
with friends and family.

Visit our installations.
All the installations, across
the different levels of Perth
Concert Hall, have been
carefully chosen and organised
to bring you fresh ideas and
perspectives. Please pay them
a visit – you will find some
pleasant surprises!

Visit partner spaces.
TEDxPerth is possible
thanks to the commitment
of our wonderful partners.
Take time during the breaks
to visit their spaces, thank
them for their support and
have a conversation around
their ‘ideas worth spreading’.

Food Story
Colour is “the property possessed by an object
of producing different sensations on the eye
as a result of the way it reflects or emits light.”
Colour is something we can see. We can see
it in the food we eat, but does colour change
its taste? Or is it something more than colour?
A range of factors produce the brilliant red in
a fresh grown tomato or the brightest yellow in
tropical pineapples. The multiple environments
around us produce an abundance of foods, all
delicious and all in unique colours which we
appreciate: it is truly wondrous.

Environments across the world produce the
beautiful cultures around us – regardless of
culture, there is a vast diversity of colours in
different world cuisines.
Today we will embark on this celebration by
delivering a range of colours in our food – take
a moment to celebrate diversity. We encourage
you to appreciate each element and the
environment from which it came.

Your Curators

Rob Lines
Lead Curator

Emma Gibbens
Curator

Joel Miller
Curator and Licensee

Carmen Smith
Curator

Suzanne Waldron
Curator

Kabir Ramasary
Food Curator

Peter Cheng
Film Curator

Performer

Mathas
Mathas says he has somewhat cartoonishly rapped
on stages around Australia for yonks.
A visual artist, poet, producer and performer, he writes
lyrics with detail and intricacy. The subjects he chooses
for his stories are often uncomfortable reflections on
Australian society.
Mathas was the first ever hiphop or electronic artist to
win the WA Music Industry’s Song of the Year Grand
Prize with the song Nourishment as well as WAMI
Awards for Urban Act of the Year in 2012, 2013,
2014 and again in 2016.
In 2015 Mathas released his critically acclaimed
sophomore album Armwrestling Atlas which was
nominated for the Australian Music Prize and received
four-star reviews across multiple media publications
including Rolling Stone and The Brag.
In 2016 Mathas’ song Bravo Troll went on to become
an anti-bullying resource for schools through The
Bully Project.
The last six months have seen Mathas take a break
from shows and touring to bury deep into writing and
recording a new two-EP project set for release in early
2019. As a taste of what’s to come, a new film-clip
for his song Tacit Night Sweats will be released in
November 2018.

Film Program

Countdowns
Based in Perth, Sky Pixels provides high quality
aerial video, photography and complete in-house video
editing and production services. Knowing the difference
between aerial video and aerial cinematography, their
images and productions have been used for television,
feature film, documentaries, corporate productions,
advertising, real estate and many other
commercial applications.
skypixels.com.au

The Wire
The human story of Morse code, told by Barry Field,
Terry Keays, Ritchie Bright and Allan Jolley, the last
gentlemen left from the West Australian Morsecodian
Fraternity. The Morsecodians, all in their nineties,
gracefully closed an important chapter in the lives
of those who worked to keep Morse alive for over
two decades. In the full 6 minute film the men speak
of the secrets they kept, overheard in the line of duty,
especially during World War l, and acknowledged the
camaraderie and skill they practised as they used the
language of Morse to connect with the world until the
late 1960s.
Commissioned by the Wireless Hill Museum and funded
by the City of Melville.
Directed, filmed, edited and graded by Mitchell Withers.
Music composition and sound design by Tom Allum.
barkingwolf.com.au to see the full film
With thanks to the Revelation Film Festival
revelationfilmfest.org

3D Printing
Based in Perth and Los Angeles, Mad Kids is a digital,
film and television production company founded by
filmmakers Lauren Elliott, Henry Inglis and Matt Lovkis.

Film Image

DAFUQ? is their 6-part ABC iview original web series
that debuted online in 2016. A satirical mockumentary,
the series follows three smug and ignorant young
reporters who are desperate to be edgy and relevant,
but never quite reach their lofty journalistic ambitions
owing to the fact they are self-important millennials who
miss the point and make every story about themselves.
DAFUQ? showcases the disastrous side-effects of
arrogant young media types being given a voice
they haven’t earned.
madkids.com

If A Face Is Unforgettable Then I Am Poetry

Film Image

For over a thousand years Ta Moko tattoos have
represented genealogy, heritage and beauty and they
continue to do so: In 2017 Rory became a recipient of
Moko Kanohi, the full facial Maori tattoo.
This film has been made especially for TEDxPerth
The Age of Wonder.
Film by Rory Moke, Carmen Smith, Rob Lines.
With thanks to the Red Earth Arts Precinct, Karratha.

There’s No Such Thing As Waste
Western Australia’s Formidable Vegetable are the
world’s most triumphant experiment in ecological
electro-funk-swing, busting out energetic, quirky
mashups of speakeasy-style antique-beats with
live ukulele, hyperactive horns and the principles
of permaculture.

Film Image

The song is inspired by the permaculture principle:
Produce No Waste.
Written by Charlie Mgee. Performed by Charlie Mgee,
Mal Webb and Michael Boase. Remix by Matty Moon.
Filmed by Wee Earthlings. Animated by Oz Thomas.
With thanks to Djanbung Gardens.
formidablevegetable.com.au

Session One

Ben McAllister
Motivated by a desire to expand humanity’s knowledge
of the universe, Ben is devoted to pursuing the unknown
and pushing at the boundaries of our understanding.
Ben McAllister is a final year PhD Student with the ARC
Centre of Excellence for Engineered Quantum Systems
(EQUS). His research focuses on the direct detection
of dark matter: the unknown, invisible mass that
permeates the universe.
Ben is a passionate science communicator, driven to
share the wonder and importance of science with the
world. He was a Finalist at the British Council’s 2018
FameLab Australia and the Asia-Pacific Trans-Tasman
3 Minute Thesis competition.
Ben comes from an independent theatre background,
having been heavily involved with a number of companies
in Perth, including Midnite Youth, the University
Dramatic Society, and Sandpaperplane.
Ben produces podcasts with Curio Network, an
independent podcast network he co-founded in 2017.
Curio produces a broad range of content, from personal
stories about the fascinating elements of people’s lives,
to serialized narrative fiction. A new, upcoming sciencecommunication project from Curio will unite Ben’s skills
and passions.

Drisana Levitzke-Gray
Drisana is the recipient of the 2015 Young Australian
of the Year Award and WA Young Australian of the Year
Award, in recognition of her passion and dedication
in advocating for the human rights of deaf people.
She raises awareness about Auslan (Australian Sign
Language), and the right of deaf children in Australia
to access Auslan from birth.
Drisana is the embodiment of the concept of ‘deaf
gain’, not ‘hearing loss’, inspiring the deaf community,
and encouraging the wider community to accept
diversity. Drisana was the first deaf Auslan user to fulfil
her civic duty as a juror, deliver a TEDx talk in Auslan
and consistently promotes a positive image of deafness,
which states loudly and proudly: It’s OK to be deaf.
She is married to her handsome co-advocate
Braam Jordaan.
She is an ambassador for Deaf Australia, Our Watch
and Full Stop Foundation, and has been a board
member of Western Australian Association of the
Deaf since she was 16 years old, making her the
youngest board member (and still is!). Drisana works
as a motivational speaker, Auslan and accessibility
consultant and provides workshops on various topics.
Drisana is currently a second-year student at the
University of Western Australia, studying for her
bachelor’s degree in two majors, Communication
& Media Studies, and Law & Society.
She enjoys attending deaf community events locally,
nationally and internationally, does the occasional
Pilates class and tries her hand with homemade bath
products such as bath bombs and bath salts for a
relaxing night in!

Kai Lovel
Kai is an entrepreneur, radio broadcaster, writer,
speaker and change agent, motivated by a strong sense
of social justice and a passion for content creation.
He is a full-time student, and is an active participant
in his school community through music, performance
and debating.
At 12 he began producing and presenting on local
radio, sparking his interest in creating content across
various mediums. He established The Tech Thread Co,
his first ecommerce enterprise months later, immersing
himself in the realities of business.
Going on a year later to creating his own podcast
POV (Point of View), he further explored the potential
of content for good.
Quickly realising that it’s not all plain sailing as an
entrepreneur, but still passionately curious, he went
on to start Millennial Studios, a media company for
young people with the vision of creating a platform
for impactful content.
He continues to advocate for young people’s potential.

Hannah Moore
Hannah is an infectious disease epidemiologist
and Head of the Infections and Vaccines Program
and the Infectious Disease Epidemiology Team within
the Wesfarmers Centre of Vaccines and Infectious
Diseases at the Telethon Kids Institute.
Through her PhD which she completed in 2011 at
UWA, she established the first ever linkages with routine
microbiology data to population-based administrative
health datasets in Western Australia. Using these data,
Hannah is generating new knowledge about infections
in childhood including Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV),
one of the most common viruses that affects the
lungs of babies and young children. This knowledge,
which includes estimates of burden, risk factors and
understanding the seasonal patterns in different
populations is crucial for establishing the need for
an RSV vaccination program.
Hannah is also the Western Australian lead on the
first national study investigating real-world vaccine
effectiveness of routine immunisations for children in
Western Australia and New South Wales. She has
contributed to maternal influenza vaccination policy
in Western Australia and is currently contributing to
national seasonal influenza vaccination policy though
her involvement in a collaborative network.
She has co-authored over 55 publications in the area
of infectious diseases in children. She is passionate
about women in science.
Outside of her research she is mum to two young
children and enjoys spending time with her family and
volunteering at the Perth Dinghy Sailing Club where
she spends most of her summer weekends.
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A city of
bright ideas

Session Two

Elise Reitze & Rosie Taylor
Elise and Rosie met when they were 14 years old
at an afterschool percussion program at the Western
Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA). When
the opportunity came, they gave each other the nod
of respect at how great they thought each other’s solos
were. From then on they were friends and making
music together. Elise and Rosie went on to study
Bachelors of Music at WAAPA and UWA, majoring
in Percussion and Composition. During their studies
they gained experience in performance and music
composition: playing for the Queen at CHOGM
2011 was a performance highlight.
The collaboration between these percussionists and
music producers was established when they started
their electronic duo Feels in 2014. As Feels they built
a strong reputation within the music scene when they
started playing live in 2016. Feels have performed at
music festivals such as Listen Out 2017, Falls Festival
2018, Laneway Festival 2018 and Perth Festival 2018,
as well as winning WAM’s Best Electronic Producer
award for 2017 and WAM Song of The Year 2017-18.
As Feels began curating their own gigs in 2016 it
became apparent that the Perth music scene was
lacking representation of female, trans and non-binary
electronic artists. In January 2017, Elise and Rosie cofounded music community WOMPP (Women of Music
Production Perth), with the intention of improving equal
gender representation within their local music scene.
WOMPP aims to inspire and nurture Australia’s diverse
electronic music scene and provide a safe place for
learning and growth.

Joshua Portlock
Joshua is a sustainable aviation advocate and
innovation leader. For his undergraduate project he built
from scratch, and flight tested, one of the first quadrotor
drones. He graduated with Honours in Mechatronic
Engineering from Curtin University in 2005.
He developed a product line of ducted quadrotor
drones and co-founded drone technology company Sci
Aero, providing a range of aerial imaging, data capture
and bespoke engineering solutions to the commercial
sector for over a decade.
Joshua initially founded Electro.Aero with a philanthropic
intention to help transition light aviation to environmentallysustainable electric propulsion.
Joshua is also a proud father of his one-year-old boy
Ethan and loving husband to his molecular biologist
wife Felicity.

Zena Ibrahim
Zena is a third year postgraduate dental
student at the University of Western Australia.
She has been involved in multiple areas of the
community including as a member of the Access
Department at UWA, advocating and representing
students with chronic illness, disability and mental
illness. She is also volunteer with PennyAppeal
Australia, a not-for-profit organisation working in
over 30 crisis-hit countries worldwide, and a speaker
with BeyondBlue sharing her own personal story
about mental illness.
Zena has also been heavily involved in the Perth
poetry scene making it to the finals of the WA Poetry
Slam in 2017 as well as performing at the MYAWA Eid
Dinner in 2018.
Zena has recently returned to her birth religion
(Islam) as a revert and is a vocal activist and advocate
for women in Islam and mental health within the
Muslim community.

Amanda Lambros
Amanda has been a relationship counsellor and
clinical supervisor for more than 15 years. She is the
current Vice-President of the Marriage and Relationship
Educators of Australia. Amanda has an education
background in Health Sciences and Ethics and Masters
Degrees in Counselling and Forensic Sexology.
She has spent the past 15 years working in universities
and studying relationships, grief and loss and evidencebased practice and more recently co-authored a
textbook on evidence-based practice.
Amanda has a passion for all things relationships and
shares this passion through talks, workshops and her
books. She loves to understand why relationships
work and how to positively build and improve them.
She regularly spends short intensive days with her
clients to build on their relationship foundations and
teach them the skills of communicating effectively
as an emotionally-connected couple.
When Amanda isn’t at work, you’ll find her hanging
out with her three favourite men: her husband and
two young boys. She loves geeking out and reading
about relationships, watching Say Yes to the Dress
and actually spending time cuddling and connecting
with hubby – regardless if it’s over a picnic, scuba
diving together or exploring new places. Amanda
practices what she preaches and works daily to
stay more-often-than-not happily married.

Session Three

Damien Norris
Damien has led an unconventional life. At 16 he left
school to pursue a career in gymnastics, but in his
early 20s that dream was cut short through injury.
With no secondary qualifications, Damien coached
for a while, travelled and later returned to school as
a mature-age student. That choice would dramatically
change the course of his life.
Since completing a range of degrees he has worked
as a human rights campaigner and aid worker in
East Timor, a philosopher, university lecturer, civil
and criminal lawyer and public guardian.
In 2016 Damien unexpectedly, and reluctantly, found
himself involved with gymnastics again. However
this time around, with a whole new perspective on
life, wellness and movement, he founded his own
movement company called The Wilding Project.

Helen Street
Helen began her journey supporting youth wellbeing
during a PhD at the University of Sheffield in 1994.
Helen developed her theory of Conditional Goal Setting
which explains how misunderstandings of motivation
can lead to a lifelong vulnerability to depression
and anxiety.
Helen met her partner, Neil Porter, in Perth and they
worked together to develop the Positive Schools
Initiative advocating for educational reform to better
support equity, motivation and wellbeing in young
people. In 2018 the Positive Schools conferences
celebrated their tenth anniversary across four states
in Australia and their fourth anniversary in Asia.
Helen is a regular advisor to the Health Department
of WA’s Centre for Clinical Interventions and the WA
Association of Mental Health. She has written and
presented regularly on TV, radio and in other media,
including a year spent as the show psychologist for
Channel Ten’s morning TV show The Circle.
Helen is an honorary Associate Professor in the
graduate school of education at UWA, the chair of
Positive Schools with Neil and, most importantly of
all, a besotted mother of three beautiful girls.
In her spare time, she loves to paint and is thrilled
to have a portrait of her youngest daughter accepted
for the Black Swan 2018 Salon des Refuses. And she
absolutely relishes going to the movies, not the cultural
kind but high-octane action movies, especially the
Bourne franchise! Her favourite kind of day is a day
spent with family and friends, lots of cheese and a
glass of good wine.

Pete Byfield
Prior to 2014 Pete’s musical history included playing
in cover bands throughout the Wheatbelt for over 40
years. He had not written or recorded an original song
in any official sense.
Pete’s interest in music began in his teens when the
only music teacher in town taught all his mates, who
in turn taught him to play guitar. The teacher was a
post-war immigrant, one of many who shaped Pete’s
town, and him.
In early 2014 he wrote a song called Wialki about
driving a tractor on his family farm on the edge of the
Wheatbelt in the 1960s. The song was picked up by
Western Australian Music’s Sounds of the Wheatbelt
project and was recorded that year. Pete said the
recording experience was so encouraging that he set
to work and wrote a further sixteen songs, seven of
which accompanied Wialki on his 2015 debut
album ONE.
He was awarded Album of the Year at the 2016 WA
Country Music Awards where he received a nomination
for male artist of the year in 2016 and 2017. He also
received a nomination for country song of the year at
the WAM Awards in 2016 and a nomination for Best
Regional Act at the 2017 Awards. Pete has gone on
to record another three singles and is working toward
another album. He will be touring Australia from January
to June 2019 on his Back to the Garden Tour playing at
farm gates, community gardens and bush tucker trails
to name a few. This may well provide the basis
for Pete’s next works. Stay tuned.

Glenn Murray
Glenn is the Chief Executive and Managing Director
of Sapien Cyber, the creators of sophisticated systems
designed to detect cyber-attacks before they make
impact. He was recently on the panel at the Australian
Chamber of Commerce cybersecurity forum in Hong
Kong where he was able to share his passion to
stop cyber-crime and increase the awareness of
cyber-attacks.
Glenn has a diverse background in engineering,
cyber security and Information Communications
Technology (ICT) including project & technical
management within oil & gas, mining, heavy vehicle
manufacturing, mining, defence (electronic warfare)
and telecommunication industries.
Glenn has led complex teams involving multi-disciplined
engineers, including a high value delivery centre in
India, to deliver an agile ICT digital technology model
for resource and energy assets. He also has extensive
experience in managing the cyber security aspect
of ICT.
Glenn is presently furthering his education at Edith
Cowan University through a Doctor of Philosophy
(PhD) in cyber security focusing on zero day attacks
in the operational technology environment. He holds
a Masters of Systems Engineering, and a Bachelor of
Electrical Engineering with first class honours from the
University of New South Wales.

Complete Event Solutions

Advert

PAV Events proudly delivers technical
solutions for TEDxPerth.
We cater from boardroom AV, hire,
installations through to full-scale
productions.

pav.com.au

We reliably deliver cutting-edge
productions by taking your ideas and
making them a reality.

Advert
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Session Four

Simone Vitali
After graduating from Murdoch University in 1990
Simone undertook a PhD study of metabolic physiology
and pulmonary anatomy in native birds. Pursuing
her interest in conservation-based veterinary work,
she worked as a volunteer and occasional locum
veterinarian at Perth Zoo. Simone is now the Senior
Veterinarian, coordinating and supervising all veterinary
clinical work, teaching and research that takes place
in Perth Zoo’s Veterinary Department.
A member of the Australia and New Zealand College
of Veterinary Scientists, Simone is also Convenor for
the Veterinarians’ Special Advisory Group to the Zoo
Aquarium Association, the peak body representing
zoos in Australasia.
Simone has a strong interest in developing the role of
zoo veterinary staff in conservation medicine initiatives,
and in promoting the value of veterinary involvement
in conservation work. In recent years she has become
increasingly interested in the ethical and welfare aspects
of keeping animals in zoos.
Simone is an Adjunct Associate Professor at Murdoch
University and is a key collaborative partner for the
Conservation Medicine program run by the University’s
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Simone has an extended Italian family in Perth, and
family is a big part of her life. She is a long-serving
member of the Swanbourne-Nedlands Surf Life Saving
Club and enjoys other outdoor hobbies including
birdwatching and surfing (at a very amateurish level!).

Simone Pettigrew
Simone is a Research Professor in the School of
Psychology at Curtin University. She holds a Bachelor
of Economics, a Master of Commerce, and a PhD in
Consumer Research.
Simone and her team spend their time developing
behaviour change campaigns that encourage individuals
to improve their health and wellbeing. This involves
understanding how people think and feel about issues
that affect their health and identifying the triggers that
can modify their attitudes and their behaviours.
Her work to date has focused on many and varied
issues including smoking, alcohol consumption,
nutrition, physical activity, ageing, and mental health.
More recently she has developed a research profile in
the area of autonomous vehicles and their potential to
make people happier and healthier. She has travelled
the world speaking to experts in this area to gain
insights into the ways autonomous vehicles will change
our lives and how the benefits can be optimised by
ensuring vulnerable members of society are not left
behind in the impending transport revolution.
Simone is a self-confessed workaholic who can’t wait
for the day when she can get more done on the way
to work in a driverless vehicle.

Charlie Mgee
Charlie is a ukulele-strumming, permaculture
troubadour and frontman of ecological electro-funkswing band Formidable Vegetable. Raised in an off-grid,
mud brick shed in southwest WA by alternative-gardening
musicians, he is inspired to find creative solutions to
ecological and cultural conundrums through music
and the arts.
Performing in numerous bands over the years,
Charlie questioned the value of contemporary music
in a world of climate change and energy-descent and
decided to move instead to a career in permaculture
(a system of ecologically resilient design that originated
in Australia, but has since become something of a global
movement). By combining two seemingly unrelated
skills – music and permaculture, he has since coined
several new genres of music for change, including
chook-hop, green-house, compostable-apocalypso
and dungstep.
Over the past seven years, his music and band
have ended up in all kinds of strange places from
the Glastonbury Festival to the headquarters of the
United Nations.

Kate McIvor
While Perth will always be home, Kate has been
fortunate enough to travel and meet people from all
over the world, having worked in the travel industry
for the past 14 years.
She is the co-owner and Director of Travel Execs, a
mobile travel agency that allows people to work from
anywhere in the world. She is a business coach and
trainer, a marriage celebrant, and a passionate believer
in the power that education, understanding and action
play in creating a better world.
As for so many of us, the current refugee crisis was
increasingly on her mind. In 2015, a 3-year-old by the
name of Aylan Kurdi was found on a beach in Turkey,
having drowned trying to reach Europe, and a safer life,
with his family. This was a tipping point and in 2016 an
opportunity came up to travel to Greece with a friend
and volunteer in a refugee camp on the island of Chios.

Pay It Forward
Pay It Forward means members of our
community help make TEDxPerth accessible to
some of those who otherwise couldn’t attend.
Our mission is to spread great ideas. Whilst all
our online talks are free, there is no substitute
for being here in person. We are nonprofit
and work hard with our partners to keep ticket
prices to a minimum, however, price remains
a barrier for some.
This year we have partnered with Youth Focus
and the Youth Affairs Council of Western

Australia (YACWA), two charities making a big
difference for young people in our community.
Thanks to the generosity of members of our
audience, our team and the City of Perth,
we are delighted to welcome over 25 guests
from our Pay It Forward partner charities to
TEDxPerth, The Age of Wonder.
TEDxPerth is keen to expand our Pay It
Forward program and is seeking a business
partner to help us do even more in future.
Let’s talk: partnerships@tedxperth.org

Youth Focus
Youth Focus is a for-purpose organisation that
delivers innovative, accessible and free mental health
and suicide prevention services and programs across
Western Australia to help at-risk young people aged
12 to 25 lead full and healthy lives.

YACWA
The Youth Affairs Council of Western Australia (YACWA)
is WA’s peak body for young people and all those who
support young people. They operate primarily as a
human rights organisation that seeks to address the
exclusion of young people in a rapidly changing society.

Partner with us!
We welcome the brightest and best
brands and organisations to partner
with us, share our vision and engage
with our community.

partnerships@tedxperth.org

Principal Partners

The City of Perth
Perth is Western Australia’s Capital City, with its
idyllic climate, enviable lifestyle, natural landscapes
and multicultural heritage, Perth is an attractive place
for people to work, live, visit and invest.
The City of Perth aims to be recognised internationally
and locally as a leader in the Indian Ocean Rim for
diversity and excellence in business, tourism, education,
technology and trade. The City uses its competitive
advantage to cultivate innovation and creativity, and
enjoys a vibrant and diverse economy.
The City is active in supporting the attraction of
new, desirable businesses to the City while providing
support to existing businesses to help them grow.
The services available to businesses include marketing
and networking activities, assistance with business
planning or opportunities to participate in our economic
development programs. The City can also provide the
latest demographic information to assist with informed
business decision-making.

Curtin University
Across the world, admired universities infuse
their communities with the spirit of innovation and
entrepreneurial vision, with Curtin University shining
brightly among them.
Curtin is WA’s most preferred university, welcoming
more than 56,000 students. With a global focus and
campuses in WA, Malaysia, Singapore, Mauritius
and Dubai, Curtin breathes a culture of innovation
and collaboration. To ensure people are skilled for
future careers, Curtin continually responds to industry
needs, offering practical courses and tech-rich
learning environments, and delivering forward-thinking
graduates ready to work. Curtin believes that working
together we can bring ideas to reality, transform lives
and communities, to make tomorrow better.

Major Partner
PAV Complete Event Solutions
PAV reliably delivers audiovisual solutions on any
scale, renowned events and exemplary installations.
We proudly boast our industry’s leading events team,
multimedia producers, styling team, audiovisual
operators as well as an installation/retail sales
department.
PAV design, manage and deliver your crucial solutions
from concept to completion.
We’re extremely passionate about all things AV and
Events and love what we do.

Partners
Perth Concert Hall
Renowned for having the finest acoustics in the
southern hemisphere, Perth Concert Hall has hosted
many of the world’s great classical musical ensembles
including the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and the
world’s great contemporary artists including Sting
and Tim Minchin.

ITdynamics
ITdynamics is a new age information technology
company which is dedicated in providing computing
solutions to real world business challenges.

ALYKA
Alyka is Perth’s boldest and brightest full service,
digital marketing agency. Websites, SEO, SEM, Digital
Marketing, User Experience, CRMs, EDMs and Socials
are what get us up in the morning. Based in Subiaco,
our team of 45+ have been building digital solutions for
the good people of Perth since 2006 – and we have no
intention of stopping now.

University Theatres
University Theatres manages the theatre and event
spaces of the University of Western Australia, including
the majestic Winthrop Hall, the Dolphin and New
Fortune Theatres, and the iconic Somerville open-air
cinema. University Theatres has a long association with
TEDxPerth, which originated at the Octagon Theatre.
Through equipment loans, University Theatres has been
proud to support the 2018 series of TEDxPerth Salons.

Howard Park Wines
Howard Park Wines is a West Australian, family-owned
winery producing a range of handcrafted fine Australian
wines from the State’s premier grape-growing regions
of Margaret River and the Great Southern. Since its
inception in 1986, Howard Park’s philosophy has been
to craft outstanding boutique Australian wines of great
subtlety, character, balance and elegance with an
uncompromising commitment to quality.

Vinaceous
The Vinaceous Wines story began in 2007 as the
movement for contemporary Australian wine producers
emerged. Drawing on 50-years’ industry experience,
our vision was to create a unique Australian wine
company that hand-selected the best regional
Australian vineyards and pockets of fruit, crafting
varietals we love and showcasing the capabilities
of Australia’s finest wine regions.

Gage Roads Brewing Company
Gage Roads is the strip of ocean that separates
Rottnest Island and Fremantle. It’s a home to surfers
and swimmers; seagulls and sharks; ships and sailors.
It’s a place where you can relax, escape, explore, or
seek out adventure. We saw a lot of ourselves in this
little spot. That’s why we named our brewery after it.
We set up shop in an old margarine factory just outside
of Freo over 14 years ago and we’ve been crafting beer
there ever since. We make a range of ales and lagers,
all of which are inspired by our place here on the
WA coast.

West Winds Gin
Our journey set sail in 2010, when we threw caution
to the winds and embarked to create a range of gins
to rival the best in the world. Our first gins, The Cutlass
and The Sabre and more recently, The Broadside, have
all been awarded Australia’s Champion Gin while the
Cutlass and The Broadside have also been proclaimed
Champion Gin in international competitions.

ORGANICS by Red Bull
ORGANICS by Red Bull are certified organic by
Australian Certified Organic, Australia’s leading and
most recognisable organic accreditation. This means
ORGANICS by Red Bull ingredients are verified as
genuinely organic and that the products comply with
the Australian Certified Organic Standard.

Salon Partners
Switch Batteries
Switch Batteries is on a mission to see Western
Australia powered by a combination of local renewable
energy and locally made batteries. We have developed
a modular IoT battery that is equally at home on your
wall at home, or in the heart of your next project.

IQX UWA
IQX is Western Australia’s most exciting new innovation
and coworking space, powered by the UWA Innovation
Quarter and Business Foundations. At IQX you are
at the heart of everything that matters – the biggest
discoveries, the newest ideas, the best minds, and
the largest network of investors, funders and
philanthropists in Western Australia.

TEDxPerth Alumni
We are proud of the wonderful people who have generously shared their ideas, stories and
talents with TEDxPerth audiences. Their contributions remain part of the growing catalogue
of ‘ideas worth spreading’, available freely online, accessible across the globe.
TEDxPerth talks have been viewed over seven million times.
2012
Andra Kins Coming out – public art in Western Australia
Andrew Jaspan A new way to do journalism
Bernadette Jiwa The secret to spreading ideas
Boom! Bap! Pow! Suit and My World live
Brad Norman Whale sharks and citizen science
Carmen Lawrence Why protect the West Kimberley?
Cat Hope and Decibel New music on iPads
Geoffrey Drake-Brockman Created beings
James Trevelyan Ending poverty – what engineers can do
Jonathan Holloway The 10 traits of a 21st century festival
Kate Raynes-Goldie What games can be
Lucky Oceans Improvisation
Martin Hagger Sport psychology – inside the mind of champion athletes
Melissa Langdon Transforming slacktivism into action
Steven Tingay Science, art, reconciliation
Tasha Broomhall Are you blooming?
2013
Annie Fogarty Let’s create the educational village
Carina Hoang Being a refugee is not a choice
Cathie Travers and Glenn Rogers Live performance
David Joske Bringing humanity to healthcare
Griffin Longley Let kids take risks
Hamish Jolly A shark-deterrent wetsuit
Kylie Sturgess Superstition ain’t the way
Lilt Performance
Mat Welch Life inside the beehive
Miles Burke 11 lessons learned through mistakes
Nik Zeps Don’t let genetic discrimination condemn the genetic revolution
Patrick Hollingworth Climbing Everest
Sam Perry Live looping – Only Love and Aladdin
Shani Graham Take a street and build a community
Tim South Performance: Bach cello suite no.1 – Prelude
2014
Adam Johnson A world without waste
Andrea Gibbs The power of storytelling
Andrew Walsh Could we make beer in space?
Ernesto Sirolli Enterprise facilitation
Heidi Stieglitz Ham A sustainable living community for adults on the autism spectrum
Ingrid Cumming Two worlds
James Fitzpatrick Close the gap
Michelle Sandford Where have all the girls gone?
Neville Bruce Education for world futures: that future is now!
Peter Newman Sustainability – are we winning?
Rabia Siddique Courage under fire
Renae Sayers Science communication is a tool for empowerment
Sarah Pellicano Performance
Sash Milne Nothing new

2015
Amanda Ridley Why are we altruistic?
Ben Sharp The future and fungi
Callum Ormonde Unboiling an egg
Danielle Caruana (Mama Kin) David, my inner tyrant
David Ritter The key to government accountability and social change
Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse Kalyakoorl and Boorda
Jo McDonald Our rock art, our heritage
Kevin Vinsen How we can all help solve science’s most difficult questions
Ky Sinclair The carpark classroom
Laura Boykin How supercomputers are improving global food security
Ochre Contemporary Dance Company Performance: Within Space
Paul Stone aka Future Dynamic Performance
Paula Constant he power of enough
Peter Sharp Dare to be vulnerable
Prue Cormie A new contender in the fight against cancer
2016
Adrian Petersen Blockchain, the future of trust
Akram Azimi Social hope on Struggle Street
Alexandre Da Costa A case for classical music
Cally Jetta Australia, we need to talk
Gary Cass A toast to the future of fabrics
John Robertson Question everything
Kia Dowell The solution to indigenous disadvantage
Lindsay Miles The non-disposable life.
Meg Travers Trautonium. Saving digital knowledge from technology obsolescence
Michael Sheldrick Can a digital movement end global poverty?
Natasha Hurley-Walker Seeing the sky with radio eyes
Steve Wilton Can a drug cure genetic disease?
Rachel Claudio How to translate feeling into sound
Simon Phillips A full-band solo musician
2017
Abdul-Rahman Abdullah Trevor is a goat – Trevor has something to say
Alan Harvey Your brain on music
Alicia Curtis You can be a philanthropist too!
Anas Ghadouani How to eat yourself out of a water shortage
Charlie Bass We can’t roll sixes forever: what comes after the resources boom?
Claude Woodward Performance: The Sonic Manipulator
Emma Gibbens Making social change stick
Esther Onek How to be stubborn
Fred Chaney Jr Learning to live cooperatively
Ian Dunican Sleep in… and win!
Jesse Oliver Performance: Wake up!
Josh Byrne How cities can be good for the planet
Kelli McCluskey The revolution needs your participation
Kelwin Wong Film: #PosterChallenge
Lucy Peach The power of the period
Noelle Martin Sexual predators edited my photos into porn
Ray Willis The future is what it used to be
Rob Lines Film: The Soldiers of Barrack Street
Scott Ludlam Ecology or economy? Why not both?
Sheila Humphries My stolen childhood, and a life to rebuild

Our Team
TEDxPerth is driven by a team of professionals. We are volunteers
united by the transformative power of ideas. By giving a platform for
the Ideas Worth Spreading of Perth’s brightest thinkers and doers, we
are proud to present a beacon for all that is remarkable, challenging
and thought-provoking in Perth.

Licensee & Creative Director
Joel Miller
Chief Executive Officer
Gavin Buckley
Curation
Rob Lines Lead Curator
Carmen Smith Curator
Emma Gibbens Curator
Suzanne Waldron Curator
Peter Cheng Film Curator
Kabir Ramasary Food Curator
Partnerships
Susan Weary Partnerships Manager
Thuy Acacio Partnerships Manager
Toni Mison Partnerships Manager
Marketing
Jasmin Hazelton Marketing Director
Lani Weston Marketing Manager
Daniel Jackson Designer
Anna Burchfield Blog Editor
Kayla Paul Marketing Coordinator
Linh Nguyen Marketing Coordinator
Peter Brady Blog Editor
Sharné Pretorius Website Manager
J.Tracey Kim Motion Graphics
Production
Katie Spalding Production Director
Lisa Wynne Assistant Production Director
Megan Martin Salons and Events Producer
Benjamin Fry Technical Manager
Leah O’Brien Livestream Manager
Kayla MacGillivray Installations Manager
Kristen Barker Volunteer Manager
Zena Ferguson Volunteer Coordinator
Capucine Flipo Event Coordinator, Launch Reception
Tricia Ong Event Coordinator, Speaker Breakfast
Leteisha Warner Event Coordinator, After Party
Christopher Soo Consultant Chef
Tomas Bidois Consultant Chef
Christine McLoughlin Registration Coordinator

Speaker Coaches
Andrea Gibbs Speaker Coach
Andy Farrant Speaker Coach
Anita Adhitya Speaker Coach
Cindy Kennedy Speaker Coach
Gavin Buckley Speaker Coach
Karen Livey Speaker Coach
Kellie Hasluck Speaker Coach
Lisa Evans Speaker Coach
Shil Shanghavi Speaker Coach
Sophie Zadeh Speaker Coach
Hosts
Amy Hallam TEDx Organiser Co-Host
Andy Farrant Terrace Stage Host
Anthony Hasluck River Stage Host
Gavin Buckley Main Stage Host
Kali Norman TEDx Organiser Host
Mike Bell Alumni Relations Manager
Kellee Aberg Livestream Host
Sarah Herbert Livestream Host
Tom Marlow Livestream Host
Finance and IT
Jessica Hodder Finance Manager
Dirk Kelly IT Manager
Jiaranai Keatnuxsuo IT Coordinator
Photography
Mick Lee Lead Photographer
Kaleb Jacques Photographer
Steve Marijanich Photographer
Carol Cole Photographer
Andrew Kilburn Photographer
Trinity Townsend Photographer
Usama Javed Photographer
James Que Photographer
Board
Simon Dawkins Chair
Adil Bux Board Member
Annabel Keogh Board Member
Joel Miller Licensee
Kate Sturgeon Treasurer
Tracy Deveugle-Frink Company Secretary
Loren Cresswell Board Coordinator
Advisory Panel
Charlie Gunningham
Alison Gaines
Michael Tucak

TEDxPerth Salons
Our Salon program gives us all an opportunity
to take a deeper dive into a particular question.
To help us all think differently, our Salons take
place in different venues across Perth. What
doesn’t change is the quality of the speakers,
or the enthusiasm of our audience.

So in June, at the Nowhereman Brewery,
we explored language and communication.
Daniel Midgley asked the grammar police to
go easy, Ron Bradfield Jr shared the personal
cost of code switching and Kruger James
decoded rap.

Salons are smaller TEDxPerth events, usually
with three or four speakers and often taking
place in the evening, over food, drink and
relaxed company.

Are we too selfish for a sharing economy?
In July, as we explored UWA’s new sharedworking space IQX, we considered the sharing
economy. Gitte Hiij asked us to remember team
human is just as important as technology, Dave
Wild zoomed in from New Zealand and had us
looking outside of our immediate surrounds for
a new perspective, and Claire Vanderplank said
it’s not about sharing: giving is where it’s at.

We need to talk!
We’re all aware how our ability to communicate
is increasingly critical, and how our society
and democracy are under growing threat from
the no-consequence world of social media.

Thank You

